
Wedding Guide
Introduction to the concept

Wishes do come true… and enjoying the moment is the only thing that you need to 
worry about when you plan your wedding with us at Rocabella Santorini Resort & Spa 
on the spectacular island of Santorini. The backdrop to your special day will be the 
breathtaking views of the graphic island and its mythical caldera, silently immersed 

in the cyan Aegean Sea. The famous sunset will illuminate your evening with the 
eternal glow of positive energy as you celebrate this new chapter in your life with 

that special person.



The six steps to your fairytale wedding
There are six steps to happiness and this is our guide to wedding nirvana. 

Our Concierge Wedding Services are here to plan every step of your dream wedding 
with you so that when your special day arrives, it is just as you want it to be. 

Making the whole process as simple as possible is our philosophy and our six steps 
to happiness let us get organized while you concentrate on dreaming of more 

important things. 

•Step 1 Select your Venue and Book your Wedding Date
A"er our initial contact, we will help you decide which of our three venues 

is best for you, such as the Infinity Kiosk or the Infinity Pool Venue 
or the Exclusive Pool Venue.

•Step 2 Choose your Theme 
Secondly, let us know what theme you have in mind 

for everything from the decor and colour scheme to the floral arrangements. 
We will ensure that every detail reflects your likes and preferences on your 

day while our expertise and experience can guide you in your choices.

•Step 3 Relax and Stay
Take it easy while we plan your stay on Santorini so that you and your guests 

can fully enjoy everything that this truly amazing island 
has to offer. We organize it all so that you are free to experience the beauty around you.

•Step 4  Signed, Sealed and Delivered
We will coordinate with you in advance to ensure that all of the documentation 

which is required for your wedding is in order so that you are not burdened 
with last minute worries about paperwork. Making sure 
that your marriage is legally formalized is our priority.

•Step 5 Check and Tick
As the day approaches, Rocabella Wedding Services help 

you to complete your checklist of travel details so that you can arrive at your dream 
destination unruffled and stress-free.

•Step 6 Welcome to Paradise
Once you arrive, there is nothing more to do than to settle in to your stylishly 

serene accommodation and to indulge yourself in paradise with your loved one 
as you take your first steps together.


